ANALYSIS OF MOVEMENTS IN SPINAL CORD HEMISECTION TREATMENT WITH AMNIOTIC MEMBRANE - PRECLINICAL STUDY

Abstract

Aims: This study aimed to evaluate the efficacy of AM application in rats with SCI induced by transverse hemisection using kinematic analysis and Sciatic Functional Index.

Study design: True experimental research design.

Place and Duration of Study: Instituto de Pesquisa e Desenvolvimento (IP&D) of Universidade do Vale do Paraíba (UNIVAP), between September 2016 and December 2017.

Methodology: Fifteen adult male rats were used, allocated into three equal groups: C (Control-simulation), L (Lesion-spinal cord injury), AM (Amniotic membrane - spinal cord injury + AM). All animals underwent surgical procedures. The SCI and AM application were simulated in group C. A transverse hemisection was performed in groups L and AM. A fragment of the biomaterial was applied in group AM covering the hemisection area.

Results: SFI and motion analysis were performed by comparing images taken at pre- and postoperative time at 7, 14, 21, and 28 days. The kinematic analysis showed a significant difference between groups C and L at 7 days (p = 0.023) and 14 days (p = 0.015), and between groups L and AM at 14 days (p = 0.039), comparing the postoperative periods. The SFI revealed significant differences between Groups C and L at 7 (p = -0.002), 14 (p = 0.003), and 21 days (p = 0.009), between Groups C and AM at 7 (p = 0.014), 14 (p = 0.007), and 28 days (p = 0; 013), and between Groups L and AM only at 14 days (p = 0.039).

Conclusion: Application of amniotic membrane in spinal cord hemisection in rats induced gait recovery and improvement in SFI compared to the untreated group.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is defined as damage to the spinal cord, the structure responsible for regulating numerous functions in the body. Depending on the level and degree of SCI, a rapid and devastating loss of neurological functions of the anatomical structures located below the level of injury is observed. Currently, the SCI retrieval process is limited and not very functional [1,2]. The significant increase in the prevalence of spinal cord injuries (SCI) worldwide, associated with the absence of effective treatment protocols, constitutes a public health challenge. Approximate numbers indicate the existence of 2.5 million people with SCI [3,4].

Among the most common causes associated with SCI are automobile accidents, firearm injuries, falls, diving in shallow water or other types of activities and sports, generating an estimated cost over the lifetime of each affected individual, between US$ 1.1 and US$ 4.6 million [1, 5].

The impairment of organs responsible for regulating circulatory, respiratory, excretory, sexual, and thermal functions implies damage to the transmission of motor and sensory stimuli between the periphery and the brain [6]. Secondary to this involvement, an intense inflammatory response develops from hours to days after the trauma, followed by axonal demyelination and tissue necrosis. Only after this period is it possible to evaluate the extent of the area injured by SCI and obtain the probable neurofunctional prognosis of the individual [7].
Regenerative medicine has been looking for new therapeutic protocols, including non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, physical therapy, corticosteroid injections, shock wave therapy, surgery and, currently, the use of biomaterials (BM) and photobiomodulation (PBM) [8-11].

Studies with biomaterials have evaluated the action of amniotic membrane (AM), the inner layer of the placenta, applied for treatment of tissue lesions, since it acts as a “transplanted basal membrane” and as substrate for cell proliferation. This biomaterial has presented positive results due to its biocompatibility and wide availability, and ease of application [12-17].

The microenvironment of AM has numerous growth factors that stimulate cell proliferation and differentiation and has antibacterial and anti-inflammatory actions without the expression of histocompatibility antigens (HLA) [12, 13, 18]. Movement analysis is a non-invasive technique with a high correlation with histological features that allows the evaluation of the efficacy of different treatment protocols by recording kinematic indexes of the animals, monitoring their movements, without damaging the tissues [19]. Therefore, functional indexes, such as the Sciatic Functional Index (SFI), associated with kinematic image analysis, may constitute more reliable evaluations of the functional result of the treatment used without the need for animal euthanasia and histological analysis of the tissues [20].

Considering the above, the present study aimed to evaluate the efficacy of amniotic membrane applied to rats submitted to spinal cord hemisection by the analysis of movements and the Sciatic Functional Index.

2. Material and methods

This is a true experimental research design approved by the Research Ethics Committee under the protocol number – 1.647.871) and the Ethics Committee on the Use of Animals under the protocol number A14/CEUA/2014.

2.1 Sample

The sample was consisted of 15 adult male rats (Rattus norvegicus, albinus, Wistar), weight 230 ± 20g, 60 days old, housed in polypropylene cages, with a light-dark cycle (12h/12h), controlled temperature of 20 ± 2ºC, food (standard chow), and water ad libitum. The animals were randomly allocated into three equal groups (n=5): C (Control - simulation of surgical procedures), L (Lesion - spinal cord hemisection), AM (Treated with human amniotic membrane - spinal cord hemisection + AM application).

2.2 Collection and processing of the AM

The placenta was collected after an elective cesarean section, after the mother’s knowledge and consent. The mother should have a gestational age of 37 weeks or more, an uneventful pregnancy, and negative results for HIV-1 and 2, hepatitis B and C, and syphilis. The placenta was processed in the laboratory under sterile conditions and under laminar flow hood. The AM was manually detached from the chorion and washed extensively with physiological solution containing 100U/mL penicillin and 100µg/mL streptomycin and amphotericin B. Subsequently, this biomaterial was sectioned into 2 cm² fragments and stored in 50 mL tubes containing DMEM culture medium without the addition of serum and phenol-red at room temperature for no more than 24h [15].

2.2.1 Surgical procedures

After trichotomy and disinfection of the dorsal region of the rat, tramadol hydrochloride (10 mg/kg, intraperitoneal) was administered for analgesia, followed by anesthesia using 4% isoflurane (inhalation in-camera). Anesthesia was maintained by inhalation of a mixture of oxygen and 1.5% isoflurane during the entire surgical procedure [21]. Next, a 3-cm longitudinal incision was made in the back of the animal in the region between T9-T10. After excision of the spinous processes and exposure of the spinal cord, transverse hemisection was performed in spinal cord with the aid of iris scissors (Fig. 1) in animals from groups L and AM. In the animals of the AM group, an AM fragment was applied, with the mesenchymal side facing the region of the spinal cord lesion, covering the hemisection area. The edges of the membrane were adhered to the surrounding tissues with methacrylate drops (Fig. 2). In the animals of group C, after opening the tissues, the spinal cord injury and the application of the AM fragment were simulated. The abdominal incision was closed in two layers with 4-0 and 3-0 sutures silk. After the conclusion of the surgical intervention, the animals were housed in individually cages for five days and received the administration of 5mg/kg of the antibiotic Enrofloxacin 2.5% every 24 hours for five days and 10mg/kg of analgesic Tramadol Hydrochloride...
every 12 hours for five days. After this period, the animals were moved to collective cages with up to five animals.

![Fig. 1. Transverse hemisection between T9 and T10 using iris scissors.](image)

**Fig. 1.** Transverse hemisection between T9 and T10 using iris scissors.

**(A)** exposed spinal cord injury; **(B)** Application of the AM, with the edges adhered around the region of interest.

### 2.3 Motion Analysis

The Sciatic Functional Index (SFI) and movement analysis were performed by comparing the images captured before and after the surgical procedures. The collections were obtained from a horizontal transparent glass box (118 cm x 10 cm x 18 cm), with a free central area and extremities supported on benches. One end of the box had a refuge to which the animals moved. To calculate the SFI, images of the movements of the animals were captured by a mobile phone placed in the lower central region of the glass box. For the kinematic analysis we used a system containing two video cameras (Optitrack, model Flex: V100 R2) on tripods located laterally to the area where the movements were collected. A reflective marker was fixed on the femur of the right hind leg of each animal, allowing the capture of animal movements by the camera system. Associating the images of the movements and the displacement time with the help of the Motive software (OptiTrack®), the data were exported in a CVS model and analyzed by the Origin Pro 8.5® software (Figs. 3 A, B, and C).

![Fig. 3. Procedures of the Kinematic Analysis.](image)

**Fig. 3.** Procedures of the Kinematic Analysis.

**(A)** Reflective marker applied to the animal's femur and animal refuge in one end of the glass box used for the analyses; **(B)** Positioning of the standardized system to capture images of the animals’
movements; (C) View of image capture with mobile device positioned at the bottom of the experimental glass box.

The captured images were imported in “isolated frames” of the gait phases (frames - Microsoft® Windows® Movie Maker, Version 5.1) and then measured. The frames were saved and exported to the Image J program (Version 1.48, National Institute of Health) for calculation of the parameters PL (length of the experimental footprint), TS (distance between the first and the fifth experimental footbone), and IT (distance between the second and the fourth experimental footbone), referring to the studied times [10].

3. RESULTS

Figure 4 represents the average gait speed (m/s) calculated by kinematic analysis, and Figure 5 presents the results obtained by the Sciatic Functional Index (SFI), both referring to the different experimental groups C, L, and AM, in the pre- and postoperative periods, at 7, 14, 21, and 28 days.

![Average Speed (m/s)](image)

*Fig. 4 Kinematic analysis. Mean velocity (m/s) of the groups C, L, and AM in the pre- and postoperative periods at 7, 14, 21, and 28 days. *Significant difference compared to Control, Lesion, and AM groups (t-test p< 0.05).

In the intragroup analysis in the pre- and post-operative periods for all groups studied, there was only a significant reduction between the pre-operative value at the day 14 to 0.61 ± 0.06 m/s (p = 0.01) for group L (Fig. 4).

In the intergroup analysis, the mean speed of groups C and L (Fig. 4) showed a significant difference compared to the periods of 7 days (p = 0.003) and 14 days (p = 0.02), and between groups C and AM also in the periods of 7 days (p = 0.04) and 14 days (p = 0.02). In the other experimental times, the intergroup analyses showed no significant difference (p>0.05).

The analysis of the SFI (Fig. 5) of group C demonstrated the values (-6.24 ± 4.3) preoperatively, showing changes after the simulation of surgical procedures at 7 (-11.41 ± 3.0), 14 (-3.56 ± 14.0), 21 (-7.66 ± 8.4), and 28 days (-7.53 ± 10.2). The data for group L in the preoperative period (-9.42 ± 2.6) were significantly reduced in the postoperative period at 7 (-56.98 ± 18.1), 14 (-54.87 ± 18.6), and 21 (-51.93 ± 23.0), with a slight improvement at 28 days (-35.45 ± 25.6). Finally, in the AM group, the following values were detected (Fig. 5): preoperatively (-13.65 ± 11.5), and postoperatively at 7 (-45.16 ± 20.1), 14 (-32.24 ± 8.7), 21 (-27.56 ± 9.3), and 28 days (-7.41 ± 24.5).

Thus, the comparison between the values obtained in groups C, L, and AM in the pre- and postoperative periods (Fig. 5) showed a statistically significant difference between the pre-operative
values of group C and L at 7 days (p = 0.06), 14 days (p = 0.01), and 21 days (p = 0.04). The same was observed between the preoperative periods of groups C and AM at 7 days (p = 0.03), 14 days (p = 0.01), and 21 days (p = 0.03), with no significant difference between the preoperative period of group C and the 28-day period for either group L or group AM.

In the intergroup analysis of the SFI (Fig. 5) at 7 days, there was a significant difference between groups C and L (p = 0.01) and C and AM (p = 0.05), with no difference between groups L and AM on postoperative at day 7. Regarding postoperative day 14, there was a significant difference between all groups: between C and AM (p = 0.006) and L and AM (0.01), and between groups C and L, the difference was extremely significant (p<0.0001). On the 21st postoperative day, the difference was significant among all groups, C and L (p = 0.04), C and AM (p = 0.04), and L and AMh (p = 0.01). No statistical intergroup difference was observed in the 28-day postoperative period (p>0.05).

In the intragroup analysis of the SFI (Fig. 5), no significant differences were observed in group C between any of the pre- and postoperative periods. In group L, when comparing pre- and postoperative periods, there was a significant difference between pre- and 7th post-operative period (p = 0.003), between pre- and 14th post-operative period (p = 0.004), and between pre- and 21st post-operative period (p= 0.01). In the AM group, significant difference between the preoperative period and the 7th postoperative day (p = 0.01), between the preoperative period and the 14th postoperative day (p = 0.05), between the preoperative period and the 21st postoperative day (p = 0.04), and between the 14th and 28th postoperative days (p = 0.05).

![Sciatic Functional Index](image)

*Fig. 5 Sciatic Functional Index for groups C, L, and AM at 7, 14, 21, and 28 days pre- and postoperative periods.*

*Significant difference compared to Control, Lesion, and AM groups (T-test p< 0.05).*

4. Discussion

This study aimed to evaluate the efficacy of SCI treatment with the application of AM fragments. The data obtained from kinematic analysis and SFI showed that animals treated with this biomaterial showed less reduction in the indices evaluated in the postoperative period compared to those presented by specimens from group L. Besides being an exhausting treatment, regardless of being a complete or incomplete injury, the long period of treatment and rehabilitation requires patience and motivation from patients, and, in some cases, family members are included in the rehabilitation [22].

SCI results in a devastating loss of neurological functions affecting all structures below the level of the lesion and can cause significant partial or total loss of body movements and sensations. These consequences are due to the inflammatory process triggered by the trauma, characterized by ischemia and tissue edema, leading to cell death and an intense degenerative process in the nervous tissue [23].
The changes that occur in the tissue microenvironment after SCI impair and hinder the process of axon regeneration, resulting in limited and poorly functioning recovery. SCI is linked to the complete loss of motor and sensory signals, resulting in altered posture and ambulation, and gait recovery is one of the main goals in the rehabilitation of these patients [22, 24]. The search for new and more effective protocols for SCI treatment has triggered the development of new research considering the histopathological, biochemical, and functional alterations identified in the nervous tissue. These new strategies aim to increase the possibilities of controlling the secondary lesion, as well as favoring spinal cord regeneration and neuronal growth [25].

Spinal glia cells contribute to the development of inflammatory and neuropathic response. The neuroinflammatory response after SCI shows that oxaliplatin induction contributes to astrocytes, and astrocyte communicating junctions contribute to elevating hypersensitivity, which showed a significant increase at seven days post-injury [24, 26].

At seven and fourteen days after the injury, both in the analysis of kinematics and SFI, we observed a reduction in the average speed in group L. This result can be explained by the intense inflammatory process caused by the SCI. On the other hand, the similarity in the data collected from groups AM and C is an important result and can be justified by the properties identified in this biomaterial that include the presence of mesenchymal cells, with the broad spectrum of cell differentiation capable of inducing tissue regeneration, and the immunomodulatory and anti-fibrotic actions. The secretion of substance paracrine action significantly inhibits the inflammatory process in several fibrotic diseases, such as liver cirrhosis, myocardial infarction, lung injury, renal fibrosis, and even in eye surgeries [27, 28].

Spinal cord injury studies with different variables that include the affected anatomical region, intensity of the aggression, depth of the lesion, as well as the secondary inflammatory response allow the definition of its consequences, including progressive tissue loss, presence of edema, hemorrhage, neuronal destruction, and glial cell dysfunction [21]. New treatment protocols proposed for SCI patients include the administration of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and/or corticosteroids, shock wave therapy, photobiomodulation, new surgical techniques, and the application of stem cells or biomaterials [21, 24, 29].

Amniotic membrane, or amnion, is the innermost layer of the placenta and is in constant contact with the amniotic fluid. Histologically, the AM is a 0.02 mm to 0.5 mm thick, consisted by a simple cubic epithelium that rests on a thick basal membrane composed of collagen type IV and laminin, and an avascular stromal matrix, rich in collagen types I, III, V, and VI, fibronectin, proteoglycans, glycoproteins, and hyaluronic acid [30], where mesenchymal cells with stem cell potential are observed [31].

In addition, AM contains anti-inflammatory proteins, prostaglandin E2, and several growth factors, such as Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), Transforming Growth Factor Beta (TGF-β), Basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (bFGF), Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF), and Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF), which stimulate tissue epithelialization and regeneration, without inducing rejection after application, and with mild or no inflammatory response [11, 30, 32, 33].

The great availability and ease of obtaining the AM in the search for a new therapeutic option for individuals with SCI has encouraged this study. The non-invasive analyses performed, which included gait assessment (kinematics) and the Sciatic Functional Index (SFI), allowed for positive and relevant experimental results, encouraging the continuity and expansion of the experimental application of this biomaterial as a treatment protocol for SCI.

The kinematic analysis showed a significant increase in the average speed of the animals in the group AM compared to the animals in group L, suggesting that the evolution in the gait process of the animals treated with AM is associated with the properties attributed to the biomaterial AM [11, 12, 15, 31, 32]. Studies already performed by our research group have also demonstrated a great evolution in the gait of animals after the treatment of crush-induced SCI treated with an AM fragment compared to untreated groups [11]. The efficacy of AM application was also confirmed in reconstructive surgeries of the ocular surface [17, 30], in the treatment of liver cirrhosis, with significant reduction of fibrosis severity [15, 31] and in the repair of tendon injuries [18] and even in nervous tissue injuries [34].

5. CONCLUSION

The results presented in this pre-clinical study through the analysis of movements and the Functional Index of the Sciatic demonstrated that the application of Amniotic Membrane in spinal cord hemi section in rats induced gait recovery and improvement in SFI compared to the untreated group.
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